
Processing as a priority
Jake Anderson and Millennium Recycling focus on comprehensive collection and 
detail-oriented processing to offer recycling services to South Dakota.

By Brian Taylor, MARCH 4, 2015, COVER STORY, Recycling Today

Jake Anderson prepared for the new millennium not by hiding from potential Y2K 
catastrophes but instead by taking the risk to purchase an available recycling business 
and then attempt to help it thrive in the approaching new century.

More than 15 years later, the appropriately named Millennium Recycling, Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota, has grown as Anderson has invested in processing technology and equip-
ment and expanded the company’s menu of services.

Anderson’s Millennium Recycling (www.millenniumrecycling.com) has focused on the essen-
tial tasks of collecting and processing recyclables that can meet or surpass quality 
standards while also distinguishing itself with a variety of community outreach programs. 

Welcoming the new century
By 1999 Anderson had spent just five years in the recycling business, but he was ready 
to join the ranks of entrepreneurs and business owners in the sector.

Anderson, a native of Minnesota who graduated from the University of Kansas, spent 
five years working for a paper recycling company in Minnesota before taking the 
plunge and buying what he calls “a fledgling recycling business” in Sioux Falls in 1999. 
Anderson says the company’s owner “had planned to close the facility if no buyer was 
found to take it over.”

The business Anderson started out with was modest. “At the time of the transfer of 
ownership, 6,000 tons annually were being processed through the facility with no outside 
brokering or trading,” he says.

Many of the subsequent decisions that Anderson and his associates have made have 
clearly worked out, as Millennium Recycling has experienced considerable growth in its 
16-year history.

“Two facility expansions have happened since 1999, and in 2014 Millennium Recycling 
processed more than 52,000 tons of material and traded an additional 10,000 tons,” 
Anderson says. “The current 50,000-square-foot facility sits on slightly more than 3 
acres.”

The single-stream material recovery facility (MRF) operating at the plant is the heart of 
Millennium Recycling’s operation, serving customers mainly within a 250-mile radius in 
South Dakota and parts of adjacent Minnesota and Iowa.

“Millennium has become predominantly a single-stream processing facility as the indus-
try has gravitated over the years to that method of collection,” Anderson says. 
However, Millennium has diversified beyond single-stream commodities.

“Early in the last decade, we started getting questions about recycling computers and 
other consumer electronics, so we decided to dip our toes in that water in order to find 
out if it was something we wanted to get more involved with,” he comments.

The company has subsequently helped bring electronic scrap recycling services to the 
Mount Rushmore State by starting to collect e-scrap in 2004. In 2013, Anderson decided 
to spin off Millennium’s e-scrap operations into a separate company called Bargain 
Bytes Inc. (See the sidebar, “A Healthy Portion”)
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MILLENNIUM RECYCLING
AT A GLANCE

OFFICER AND MANAGERS: President and 
CEO Jake Anderson, General Manager 
Shannon Dwire, Controller Duane DeVos, 
Facilities Manager Phil Blom, Bargain 
Bytes Operations Manager Vince Ander-
son and Bargain Bytes EH&S and Office 
Manager Paul Baldwin

LOCATION: 50,000-square-foot material 
recovery facility (MRF), electronics 
recycling plant (operated by sister 
company) and office in Sioux Falls, South 
Dakota

NO. OF EMPLOYEES: approximately 50 
for both Millennium Recycling and 
electronics recycling sister company 
Bargain Bytes Inc.

EQUIPMENT: Millennium Recycling - a single-
stream MRF system from CP Manufacturing, 
San Diego; two Aladdin optical sorters from 
MSS Inc, Nashville, Tennessee; a two-ram baler 
form Harris, Baxley, Georgia; a Bollegraaf HBC 
140 baler supplied by Van Dyk Recycling 
Solutions, Stamford, Connecticut; two balers 
from Excel Manufacturing, St. Charles, Minne-
sota; and tractors, trailers, forklifts, skid-steer 
loaders and pay-loaders; and Bargain Bytes - 
two balers; two hard drive/media shredders 
(one facility-based and one mobile); two 
electric forklifts and two straight trucks.

SERVICES PROVIDED: processing of residen-
tial and light commercial material, including 
single-stream materials; OCC (old corrugated 
containers); OMG (old magazines); coated 
book stock; No. 9 ONP (old newspapers); and 
several types of plastics, including postcon-
sumer Nos. 1 through 7; material brokerage; 
and electronics recycling.



Narrow focus, wider thinking
More than 15 years into managing his own business, Anderson has had plenty of opportuni-
ties to grapple with where to focus his own time and his company’s resources to best position 
Millennium Recycling to survive and compete.

Although the company does broker or trade tons beyond what it processes (unlike the 
predecessor company it purchased), Anderson says Millennium is first and foremost a 
processing and packing firm.

“With Millennium we do less and less trading and more and more processing, especially 
given the investments in equipment we have made over the years to sort single-stream 
material,” he comments. The firm’s foremost investment is in a single-stream processing 
system supplied by CP Manufacturing, San Diego.

The company’s location near the very center of the North American land mass has not 
prevented it from conducting some direct international trade, both on the buy and sell sides. 
“Most of the markets we sell to are in the Midwest, but we do ship via rail to areas in the South 
and to the West as well as periodically export,” Anderson says.

On the collection and buying side, the 250-mile operating radius for Millennium’s single plant 
means it can concentrate on its core regional market. “Ultimately, all recycling is local,” he 
says. “Consequently, we’ll be paying most of our attention as we always do to local issues that 
affect our business and operation.”

As the company’s venture into electronics recycling has demonstrated, Millennium’s sharp 
focus on operations does not mean it is unwilling to try new things.

“We became the first single-stream recycler in the state in 2007, resulting in citywide single-
stream recycling [in Sioux Falls] in 2012 after the positive impacts were shown on community 
participation,” Anderson says.

He says Millennium also has “continually sought out opportunities to expand recycling by 
accepting new categories over the years, including glass, cartons, boxboard and various 
types of plastics.”

Its careful attention to regional markets also has not prevented Anderson and Millennium 
Recycling from getting involved in broader issues in its own community.

Anderson points with pride toward a history of community programs carried out and state 
recognition earned by Millennium Recycling, including:

starting the Ecomaniacs program in 2010 “to keep Sioux Falls events clean and spread 
recycling awareness” (The program has since raised event diversion rates from zero to 
as high as 50 percent “and has donated more than $60,000 to local not-for-profit organi-
zations,” he says. Ecomaniacs was spun off into a 501(c)(3) nonprofit in 2014 to further its 
mission relating to event cleanup and recycling education and awareness.);

establishing K-through-12 recycling resources through online education, classroom visits 
and facility tours; and

being selected to join South Dakota Gov. Dennis Daugaard in 2013 on a trade mission in 
China to gain new opportunities for South Dakota businesses in the Chinese market. 

 
The most recent addition to Millennium Recycling’s portfolio of community service programs 
has the potential to create a significant improvement in the lives of some people. “We are 
just starting a mentorship program to assist new and existing employees who are trying to 
rebuild their lives due to chemical addiction, incarceration or other hardship,” Anderson says. 
“Some of these individuals may be parolees, previously homeless, in halfway houses or 
currently incarcerated,” he adds.

•

•

•
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Uncertain but not scary
When Anderson looks at issues facing Millennium Recycling and the recycling industry 
overall as his company heads toward its 20th anniversary, he says he sees areas of concern 
but also expresses optimism in the future of the industry.
Among his concerns are political turmoil (“Congress can’t agree on what day of the week it 
is,” he quips.), the reduction in paper production of key grades and the future of collection 
methods.

Regarding the recovered fiber stream, Anderson says, “Other than corrugated, the overall 
reduction of scrap fibers in the commingled stream and the changing composition of a ton 
of single-stream material” is an important issue.

Too many tons of plastic also go uncollected, Anderson says, pointing to “the increasing 
amount of plastics that are produced and discarded and the economics of how best to 
recover them” as another issue for Millennium Recycling and industry leaders to tackle.

How material will be collected in the future may be just as critical as how much is collected, 
he also states. “What will the spread of facilities like a ‘dirty MRF’ mean for the industry in 
terms of the quality of the material being recovered, as well as the type of equipment and 
systems required to extract those raw materials?”

As a small-to-medium-sized operator, Anderson also is keenly aware of the cycles of consoli-
dation that can rock the recycling industry. “I would anticipate there will continue to be consoli-
dation in the industry both in terms of the end users and those that collect and process mate-
rial,” he comments. “In many instances, scrap material will have to travel greater distances to 
get to a market, and those changes will affect recycling economics and impact decision-
making for businesses and cities, counties and municipalities when it comes to managing 
waste and recycling programs across the country,” adds Anderson.

While these issues affect the way Anderson and his colleagues manage their two companies 
and plan for the future, Anderson says taking those management steps is one of the keys to 
survival.

“The industry is constantly changing and evolving, and, as a small, independent company in 
this industry, it’s important to try and stay a step ahead of trends in the business to stay 
relevant,” he states.

In terms of business philosophy, Anderson advocates for management depth. “Surround 
yourself with good people; one person can’t run any organization,” he remarks. “You need 
people that you can rely on and empower to help run and grow the business,” he adds.

The people who Anderson and his colleagues deal with beyond the Millennium Recycling 
property are another key priority, he concludes.

“Relationships still matter. While things have become more impersonal over the years with 
the Internet, email, texting, Twitter, etc., building strong relationships with end users and 
valued suppliers means something,” he says, adding, “and it’s equally important to cultivate 
relationships with other professionals whose business it is to help you run yours better.”

With the values of careful management and strong personal relationships in mind, Millen-
nium Recycling is poised to protect and expand its market share in South Dakota and, poten-
tially, beyond

The author is editor of Recycling Today and can be contacted at btaylor@gie.net.

A healthy portion
As obsolete electronics became both a disposal 
issue and a recycling opportunity, Jake Ander-
son and Millennium Recycling, Sioux Falls, South 
Dakota, decided to take a place at the table in 
the form of a business model that eventually 
became Bargain Bytes Inc.

Anderson says that when Millennium started its 
e-scrap activities in 2004, it was a pioneer in the 
Mount Rushmore State. “In 2004, Millennium 
Recycling was the first company in the state to 
offer comprehensive e-waste recycling 
services.”

The pioneering service has subsequently grown 
in volume to the extent that it split off as a 
separate business nine years later.

“It became such an important part of our 
business that we made the decision to spin it into 
its own company a couple years ago,” says 
Anderson. Regarding its growth during its 11-year 
history, Anderson comments, “In 2014, Bargain 
Bytes recycled or refurbished more than 3 
million pounds of unwanted or obsolete 
consumer electronics.”

Bargain Bytes has become “the first, and only, 
company in the Dakotas to be certified to both 
R2 (Responsible Recycling Practices) and 
e-Stewards,” Anderson adds.

He describes the company as “an IT life cycle 
management company specializing in data 
security and destruction, refurbishment and 
remarketing and end-of-life asset manage-
ment for residential, commercial and institu-
tional clients.”

Bargain Bytes and its nine employees also 
provide collection and logistics services plus 
fluorescent bulb and battery recycling, he says.
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Learn more at
www.millenniumrecycling.com

See the Recycling Today article online at www.recyclingtoday.com


